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What is Cartober?
Cartober is an online giving campaign held throughout 

the month of October to highlight the impact vehicle 

donations can make for nonprofits. Cartober also 

encourages people to drive change by donating their 

unwanted car, truck, RV, motorcycle, or boat to their 

favorite nonprofit or public media station. 

Featured Nonprofits
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Over 400 groups joined the Cartober campaign, showcasing a 

diverse array of causes. Their collective participation amplified 

the campaign's impact, emphasizing the transformative power 

of vehicle donations and highlighting how these contributions 

play a pivotal role in advancing nonprofits' missions.

Nonprofit organizations and their supporters showcased their active 

involvement in the Cartober campaign by collectively sharing over 

600 posts on Facebook, X, Instagram, and LinkedIn. These posts not 

only highlighted their participation but also encouraged followers to 

donate their vehicles during the campaign. 

Google Ads

Cartober's compelling digital ads 

highlighted the transformative impact 

vehicle donations have on nonprofit 

missions. Ads were distributed across 

various channels, accumulating 

impressive views and impressions.

Strategically placed on one of 

the world's largest video platforms, 

Cartober’s YouTube ads amassed 

a significant number of views and 

impressions, e�ectively capturing 

the attention of online audiences. 

YouTube Ads

Nonprofit Participation

400+
nonprofits 

participating

600+
posts shared

335K
impressions

4.7K
clicks

250K
impressions

37K
views

Online Reach



The collaborative marketing endeavors of nonprofits 

nationwide, combined with the strategic e�orts of the CARS  

marketing team, resulted in a remarkable achievement of 

over $73,000 in vehicle donation revenue during Cartober. 

This impressive figure represents a staggering 265% increase 

from Cartober 2022, underscoring the growth and success of 

the campaign.

265% increase in 
donation revenue 

from Cartober 2022.

$73k
in donation revenue 

Revenue
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Social Posts

Mission of Mercy 

Seattle Area Feline Rescue 

Sound Salmon Solutions 

Pediatric Brain Tumor 
Foundation 

Nonprofit Highlights
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Episcopal Community Services, 
Philadelphia

National Council of Jewish 
Women, Los Angeles

Hope Alliance

Disabled American 
Veterans (DAV)

KWMR

Social Posts
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Web and Email

WOUBAtlanta RMHC

Wounded Paw Project Adoption & Beyond

KQED Humane Society of Loudoun County 
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Partner Story

Driving Support for Animals in Monterey
SPCA Monterey County’s participation in Cartober 

marked a significant step in leveraging vehicle 

donations to support its mission of enhancing the 

well-being of animals in the community. Noel 

Freitas, SPCA Monterey County’s Development 

Manager, played a crucial role in steering the 

organization toward embracing the potential of 

their vehicle donation program. 

Laying the Foundation for 
a Successful Program
Upon Noel's arrival at SPCA Monterey County in 

2021, the organization had a pre-existing program, 

but there was limited focus on developing vehicle 

donations as a sustainable revenue stream. 

Drawing on her background in public 

media and her experience managing 

a vehicle donation program, Noel 

recognized the untapped potential 

of this revenue source with the right 

marketing e�orts. Reflecting on this, 

Noel stated, “I definitely hear from a 

lot of people that this is just some 

passive revenue stream, but I think 

after putting a little e�ort into 

marketing the program, you’ll see so 

many returns. With my background, 

I knew how much revenue we could 

have to further our mission if we put 

just a little bit of extra e�ort into it, 

and CARS made it super easy to 

do that.” 7



I knew how much revenue we could have to further 
our mission if we put just a little bit of extra e�ort 
into it, and CARS made it super easy to do that.”

“

So, Noel went to work. She began laying the foundation for the organization’s vehicle 

donation marketing e�orts by streamlining the donation process, developing a 

communications strategy, and creating engaging content to resonate with supporters. 

While her initiatives were underway, the opportunity to become a Cartober Featured 

Nonprofit emerged. With the continuous momentum of her vehicle donation marketing 

e�orts and the additional exposure from Cartober, Noel was confident that contributions 

would begin to flow in. Expressing her optimism, she said, "I went into the Cartober 

campaign hopeful. I knew that if folks just knew about the program and possibly were in 

the position to make that donation, they would be able to put two-and-two together 

and maybe donate to SPCA Monterey County." 8

— Noel Freitas, Development Manager, SPCA Monterey County



Strategies for the Cartober Campaign
On top of the additional promotion from being a Cartober Featured Nonprofit, SPCA 

Monterey County employed a multi-faceted approach to promote vehicle donations:

Email Marketing: Two dedicated emails were sent to their email list of supporters, 

providing a direct channel to engage potential donors.

Social Media Blitz: Regular posts on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook leveraged 

storytelling techniques, emphasizing the potential impact of vehicle donations on the 

organization's mission. 

Local Business Collaboration: SPCA Monterey County reached out to local businesses, 

fostering community involvement and raising awareness of the Cartober Campaign.

The synergy between SPCA Monterey County's initial marketing endeavors and 

participation in the Cartober campaign resulted in a robust year-end, yielding over 

$14,000 in vehicle donation revenue for the nonprofit. With respect to utilizing their vehicle 

donation funds, Noel highlighted the heightened need at SPCA Monterey County’s pet 

food banks. She emphasized, "Particularly right now, during the holiday season, we've 

seen a huge demand for assistance at our pet food banks. So, we will be providing 

thousands of pounds of food for the pets in our community."

Sustaining Cartober’s 
Success
After the success of SPCA Monterey County’s 

Cartober campaign, Noel is determined to 

sustain the momentum gained from Cartober by 

exploring additional avenues to enhance the 

online presence and community outreach for 

their vehicle donation program. As for SPCA 

Monterey County’s plans to participate in 

Cartober 2024, Noel enthusiastically expressed, 

“Definitely! On my list. It’s on the calendar 

already!” As she continues to steer the success of 

SPCA Monterey County's vehicle donation 

initiatives, her commitment to making a positive 

impact in the community remains a driving force.
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Cartober may be over, but don’t let the momentum fade away. Keep the 

spotlight on the transformative impact vehicle donations have on your 

cause by leveraging materials available in the CARS Content Portal. 

Once again, thank you to the nonprofit organizations who joined us for 

Cartober 2023. Your participation made the campaign a success, and we’re 

excited to make Cartober 2024 even bigger. 

Stay tuned for updates – exciting things are coming!

Thank You


